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“You always have the poor with you, but you do not always have me.”

I’ve missed something this season since we shifted into our own property in a quiet cul-de-sac. !e 
Scots manse is on a corner section and we had fruit trees. We used to have an interesting dance with the 
children of our neighbourhood. It revolved around fruit – "rst there were the plums, then the grapes, 
then the feijoas, then the mandarins and back to the plums. I was part of that dance along with Denise, 
sometimes happily sometimes not so – especially if there had been some unauthorised gathering of fruit 
beforehand. One day Denise offered some of the neighbourhood children some of our grapes. Up the 
ladder she went with the secateurs and started cutting bunches. Suddenly there was a whole host and I 
think I’m talking biblical proportions here, all gathered round. Some said a word of thanks, others 
didn’t, some looked suspiciously at what they had in their hand, checking that it was at least what their 
mate had, and some even tried coming back for seconds pretending they had just got there. !ere was 
always however a sense of entitlement that they carried, that somehow they had a right to “our fruit” 
and it was our duty to provide it.

It has been commented that many Americans now spend their lives working themselves into a position 
where they can be served more than serve. !e culture, and it is one we share through the values of the 
media, sees and teaches that the blessed ones are those who are waited on and served. Having seen our 
young friends in action, and having heard of some of the reactions when I used to collect for Red Cross, 
I can’t help feeling that that attitude is quite prevalent in our own culture as well. !ere is an expecta-
tion that everything exists for us and our comfort. So what is it about service that we "nd uncomfort-
able?

When we start thinking about service and Jesus we are often drawn to a particular story in John’s gos-
pel, that in the next chapter with Jesus washing the feet of the disciples – something we look towards in 
Holy Week. Today’s story gives us a different perspective. Here someone is offering service to Jesus. It is 
a very special kind of service. John has placed this story before the entry to Jerusalem, so it carries two 
layers of meaning. One is that of anointing the king, so there is that sense of acknowledging Jesus for 
who he is, and the other is the anointing for burial as Jesus goes towards his impending death, acknowl-
edging what Jesus is about to do. It is a rare chance that allows this service to occur at this point in Jesus 
ministry, and it is a model of service that Jesus defends against criticism, a criticism that points us to 
another form of service, one that seems to be the most natural for Christians to consider, service to the 
poor.

It highlights for us the tensions present in the path of service. What is going on when someone needs 
to tell another what “should” have been done with the money? Of course there is the excuse written in 
the text that Judas was a thief, but for one to presume to tell another how they should serve shows they 
misunderstand the intent behind the discipline. 

!e discipline of service addresses the desire to re$ect the helping, caring and sharing love of God in 
the world. We will never really serve others unless we see that the needs of our neighbours are as real 
and as important as our own. Service is rooted in seeing—in seeing others as God does. It is a way of 
offering resources, time, treasure, in$uence, expertise and ourselves for the care, protection, justice and 
nurture of others.

In those words lies the direction our discipline is to take. It is an offering out from ourselves. !e con-
verse is a service that is self-righteous. We can make some comparisons between the two which are 
quite telling, and which bear upon some of the attitudes in our community to service, and how the true 



Christian discipline is one of humble service. Richard Foster notes the following contrasts in his explo-
ration in Celebration of Discipline.

First, self-righteous service comes through human effort. It works hard coming up with plans so we can 
“help those people.” !ose who open themselves to the discipline of true service learn to see what God 
sees, to listen to what God speaks and then hearing the whispered promptings to respond to those di-
vine urgings. It comes out of the open heart responding to God’s abundant love.

Self-serving service is impressed with the “big deal,” the name splashed all over the service, and the big-
ger the better. From this perspective it requires rewards, the all too human applause, so that it knows 
how appreciated the effort has been, all done with proper religious modesty of course. True service "nds 
that size isn’t the issue, it is the importance of each opportunity to serve that matters, and even seems to 
be drawn to the smaller, apparently insigni"cant and nearly hidden acts of service. It doesn’t hide from 
the lights in a false modesty, but neither does it seek them out.

!e world judges on results and as Judas’ comment shows, 300 denarii could have done a power of good 
properly applied. !en it could have been judged effective and we would have seen how grateful “those 
people” would have been. Real service in Christ is freed from the need to assess its results, but delights 
only in the service, and what is more can serve enemies as freely as it can serve friends.

Self righteous service wants to pick and choose whom it will serve. It judges whether it is better today 
to serve the high and mighty because we might gain an advantage, and tomorrow the poor and needy 
because that will give us the image of humility we need. Such an attitude is affected by moods and 
whims, serving only when the “feeling” to serve is present. True service knows no discrimination. It has 
heard the command of Jesus to be the servant of all. It serves out of the discipline simply and faithfully 
because there is a need and refuses to allow the “feeling” to control the service.

Because, self-righteous service is based on feeling, it is also a temporary thing. Having served it can rest 
easy because it only works while speci"c acts are being performed. It is also lacking sensitivity as it in-
sists on meeting the need on its terms. True service is a life-style springing spontaneously to meet hu-
man need. It is a free response and in seeing and listening with God’s eyes and ears can assess whether 
it is a time to serve or a time to withhold service, and it can serve too simply by waiting in silence.

Lastly, self-righteous service fractures community. At its heart when all the religious or philanthropic 
trappings are stripped away, it wants to glorify the individual. It does so by putting those “helped” into 
our debt and manipulates them for our advantage. True service, on the other hand, builds community. 
By caring for the needs of others quietly and without discrimination it places no one in debt, no one 
under obligation. In this way it draws together, binds the would, heals and builds, resulting in the unity 
of the community it serves.

I haven’t said anything about what kind of service we might do. Perhaps its related to each of our own 
buttons. When you look at the TV news, or the newspaper or the people on the streets you know there 
are some things that draw your compassion out and others that do not. Perhaps that is God’s Word to 
you inviting you to pick up an opportunity to service that only you know and God knows you can do. 
!e only question is whether you are ready to respond. And we all have that capacity.

Martin Luther King Jr put it this way: “Everybody can be great because anybody can serve. you don’t 
have to have a… degree to serve. You don’t have to make your subject and verb agree to serve. You only 
need a heart full of grace, a soul generated by love.” !at is enough to make the difference in someone’s 
life, maybe even your own, by your practising this discipline in your walk in faith.


